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A B S T R A C T   

Purpose: To study the role of mitochondrial metabolism and obtain novel biomarkers in immu-
notherapy for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). 
Methods: We collected the 188 genes involved in mitochondrial metabolism(MMGs) from the 
MSIGDB project and then quantified the activity of mitochondrial metabolism. All the NSCLC 
patients were divided into C1 and C2 clusters based on the 26 prognosis-related MMGs. The 
differences in biology, differential immune microenvironment, chronic hypoxia and prognosis 
between C1 and C2 patients were also analyzed. In addition, we validated the results of bioin-
formatics analysis in lung cancer tissues and cell lines. 
Results: Patients in the C2 cluster had a higher level of mitochondrial metabolism. Patients in the 
C2 cluster responded better to immunotherapy and had a lower level of T-cell exclusion. The 
markers of T-cell failure were upregulated in the C1 patients. Hypoxia can lead to a high per-
centage of C1 patients. ADH1C might be involved in mitochondrial metabolism and immuno-
therapy response, which can be affected by hypoxia, making it an underlying biomarker. The 
expression levels of ADH1C in BEAS-2B, H1299, A549 and H460 cells were detected, revealing 
that ADH1C is upregulated in lung cancer cells. We observed that patients with low ADH1C 
expression had a longer survival time. The enzyme activities of HK, PK, LDH and SDH were 
significantly reduced in H1299 and H460 cells with ADH1C knockdown, along with more ROS. 
Furthermore, the expression levels of PD-L1 and HHLA2 in tumor tissues were analyzed, which 
found that ADH1C was significantly positively correlated with the expression of PD-L1 and 
HHLA2. 
Conclusions: In summary, our study comprehensively explored the molecules involved in mito-
chondrial metabolism and their role in immunotherapy and T lymphocyte failure.   
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1. Introduction 

Lung cancer has been a leading threat to public health globally, with an estimated 2.5 million new cases per year currently [1]. 
Among all cases, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most common pathological subtype. Clinically, surgical treatment of 
early-stage lung cancer can often lead to long-term survival [2–4]. Nonetheless, for those in the advanced stage, the therapy options are 
often limited. Recently, immunotherapy has shown promising performance in lung cancer, especially for specific populations [5]. 

The environment surrounding tumors is extremely complex, consisting of multiple types of cells and interactions, also called the 
tumor microenvironment (TME). Meanwhile, the specific component in the TME can be a therapeutic target [6,7]. In the TME, T 
lymphocyte failure occurs widely after continuous antigen stimulation, hypoxia and nutritional stress [8]. T lymphocyte failure 
significantly affects epigenetic remodelling and metabolic reprogramming. Intense mitochondrial remodelling, including morpho-
logical and kinetic changes, occurs during T-cell activation and effector and memory differentiation [9]. Research has usually observed 
damaged or broken mitochondria in tumor-infiltrated T lymphocytes [10]. In lung cancer, a study revealed that tissue-resident 
memory T cells are highly infiltrated when M1 hot tumor-associated macrophages are present in the lung cancer TME [11]. Mean-
while, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are critical for activated T cells to obtain effective functions. Impaired mitochondrial metabolic 
abnormalities are often associated with T lymphocyte failure due to abnormal mitochondrial ROS and oxidative phosphorylation [12]. 
Moreover, T lymphocyte failure is involved in cancer immunotherapy. For instance, Yu et al. found that T-cell elimination mediated by 
macrophages can significantly affect immunotherapy efficacy in liver cancer [13]. Furthermore, oxidative stress and mitochondrial 
autophagy in tumor cells can be mediated by chronic hypoxia exposure [14]. Consequently, exploring the underlying interaction of 
mitochondrial metabolism and T lymphocyte failure in lung cancer is meaningful. 

In this study, we collected 188 MMGs (mitochondrial metabolism genes) from the MSIGDB project and quantified the activity of 
mitochondrial metabolism. All NSCLC patients were divided into C1 and C2 clusters based on the 26 prognosis-related MMGs. The 
results indicated that the patients in the C2 cluster had a higher level of mitochondrial metabolism. The correlation analysis showed 
that the C2 patients had a higher percentage of older patients, indicating different metabolism patterns in patients of different ages. 
Evidence from the TCGA and combined GEO cohorts indicated that patients in the C2 cluster responded better to immunotherapy and 
had a lower level of T-cell exclusion. Moreover, we found that all the markers of T-cell failure were upregulated in the C1 patients. The 
biological and immune microenvironment differences were then investigated between C1 and C2 patients. Notably, we found that 
hypoxia can lead to a high percentage of C1 patients. Through further exploration of prognosis-related MMGs, we found that ADH1C 
might be involved in mitochondrial metabolism and immunotherapy response, which can be affected by hypoxia, making it an un-
derlying biomarker. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Data collection 

Data on the expression profile and clinical features of lung cancer patients were collected from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 
and Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) databases. The form of the expression profile was “STAR-Counts”, which was collated using R 
and Perl code. For the GEO database, the GSE30219, GSE37745 and GSE50081 cohorts were identified, whose platform was GPL570. 
The list of mitochondrial metabolism genes (MMGs) was obtained from the https://www.gsea-msigdb.org/website and is shown in 
Table S1. The data preprocessing process was conducted before analysis. Data combination of the GEO cohort was performed using the 
sva package. 

2.2. Genotyping 

Univariate Cox regression was utilized to identify MMGs related to patient prognosis. Based on the above prognosis-related MMGs, 
genotyping was conducted using the ConsensusClusterPlus package. 

2.3. Enrichment score 

The gene set variation analysis package (GSVA) and its extended function ssGSEA were utilized to quantify the enrichment score 
based on specific genes [15]. The reference genes or gene sets included the hallmark gene set and 188 MMGs. 

2.4. Biological enrichment 

GSEA was performed to investigate the underlying biological differences between the two groups [16]. The reference set was 
Hallmark. Visualization was performed using the fgsea package. 

2.5. Protein‒protein interaction (PPI) network 

The interaction of specific proteins was investigated using the STRING database (https://cn.string-db.org/). Specifically, the 
interaction score was set to 0.4. The meaning of network edges was set as “evidence”. Cytoscape software was used for visualization. 
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2.6. Evaluation of immunotherapy response 

The assessment of the immunotherapy response of lung cancer patients was administered with the Tumor Immune Dysfunction and 
Exclusion (TIDE) algorithm [17]. Patients with TIDE <0 were defined as immunotherapy responders; otherwise, they were defined as 
nonresponders. 

2.7. Immune cell quantification 

Quantification of the immune microenvironment was conducted using the CIBERSORT algorithm [18]. The CIBERSORT algorithm 
can quantify the relative infiltration levels of 22 kinds of immune cells based on the input gene expression profile. 

2.8. Quantitative real-time (qRT) PCR 

Total RNA was extracted by adding TRIzol (containing DNaseI) to the tissue or cultured cells according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol (Invitrogen, China). cDNA was generated through reverse transcription based on a commercial cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo- 
Fisher, China). The SYBR Green Master Mix system (Invitrogen, China) was utilized for qRT‒PCR. The mRNA level of GAPDH was 
chosen as an internal control gene for normalization. The gene expression level of specific genes was quantified using the 2− ΔCt 

method. 

2.9. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 

Five-micron-thick sections of tumor tissues were cut and embedded. IHC was performed through the SP method using the AHD1C 
primary antibody (#PA5-76340, Thermo Fisher). Positive expression was observed as yellow, brown or tan cytoplasmic staining. The 
AHD1C index was calculated based on the percentage of positive cells in 10 randomly selected fields of view. 

2.10. Cell culture 

H1299 (#1101HUM-PUMC000469, CCRID), BEAS-2B (#3101HUMSCSP5067, CCRID), H1460 (#1101HUM-PUMC000355, 
CCRID) and A549 (#1101HUM- PUMC000002, CCRID) cells were purchased from Cell Resource Center of Peking Union Medical 
College (PCRC, Beijing, China) and cultured using the RPMI-1640 with 10% fetal bovine serum. The medium was added with the 
double antibody of 100U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin. 

2.11. Western blot 

The radioimmunoprecipitation method was utilized to extract the protein, and 1% benzylsulfonyl fluoride and 1% phosphate 
inhibitor were added. The SDS‒PAGE gel was used for the Western blot. The antibodies used were GAPDH (ab8275, Abcam) and 
ADH1C (#PA5-76340, Thermo Fisher). 

2.12. TEM 

H1299 and H460 cells were collected and then fixed with 2.5% paraformaldehyde and 1.5% osmic acid solution. Next, the cells 
were dehydrated with ethanol of gradient concentrations, embedded in paraffin, sliced at 70 nm and stained with uranyl acetate and 
lead citrate. Autophagosome and autolysosome were observed under the TEM (JEM). 

2.13. Mitotracker 

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation in THP1 macrophages was determined using the MitSOX™ red mitochondrial superoxide 
indicator (Invitrogen, Waltham, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. H1299 and H460 cells were grown on cover slips 
and treated with a 5 μM MitoSOX reagent working solution for 10 min at 37 ◦C. Subsequently, coverslips were washed three times with 
warm 1× PBS and imaged using a fluorescence microscope (Keyence, Osaka, Japan). 

2.14. TUNEL 

The cell suspension was seeded into confocal culture dishes and placed in 50 mL/L CO2 cell incubators at 37 ◦C for routine culture. 
When the cell confluence was above 80%, the TUNEL staining was performed according to the instructions of TUNEL kit (R&D system, 
Minneapolis, MN, USA). Finally, the nuclei were stained with 10 μg/mL 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Wuhan Google Biotech 
Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China) for 10 min. The apoptotic cells were observed under a confocal microscope (Olympus) to calculate the 
TUNEL-positive rate. 
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2.15. ELISA 

The supernatant of 0.5 mL medium was taken, centrifuged at 3500 r/min for 10 min, and then frozen for ELISA detection. The 
ELISA kit was left at room temperature for 30 min, and the standard substance was diluted according to the needed concentration. 
Serum (100 μL) and standard substance were added to each well and treated at 36 ◦C for 90 min. After washing the plate, 100 μL of 
biotinized antibody was added to each reaction well, and antibody diluent was added to the blank well for 60 min. After washing the 
plate, 100 μL of enzyme-labelled antibody was added to each reaction well, and the dilutive solution of enzyme binding was added to 
the blank well for 30 min. After washing the plate, 100 μL of 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) was added to each well for color 
development for 15 min. Then, 100 μL termination solution was added, the absorbance (A value) of each specimen was read by enzyme 
marker within 3 min, and the standard curve was drawn according to the concentration of standard substance and corresponding A 
value. 

2.16. Statistical analysis 

All analyses were performed using R code and GraphPad Prism 8. Comparisons with a P value < 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant. According to the distribution of data, Student’s t-test and the Mann–Whitney U test were used. Differentially expressed 

Fig. 1. Data collection and quantification of mitochondrial metabolism. Notes: A: Lung cancer is accompanied by extensive mitochondrial 
metabolic abnormalities; B: MMGs obtained from the MSIGDB project; C: Genotyping based on the prognosis-related MMGs; D-F: Overall survival, 
disease-free survival and progression-free survival of C1 and C2 patients; G: The quantified level of mitochondrial metabolism; H: The level of 
mitochondrial metabolism on C1 and C2 patients. 
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gene (DEG) analysis was performed using the limma package with a specific threshold. 

3. Results 

3.1. Genotyping based on the collected MMGs 

Generally, lung cancer is accompanied by extensive mitochondrial metabolic abnormalities (Fig. 1A). Therefore, we tried to 
explore mitochondrial metabolism in lung cancer. A total of 188 MMGs were collected from the MSIGDB project (Fig. 1B, Supple-
mentary file 1). Then, a univariate Cox regression analysis was conducted to identify prognosis-related MMGs, which are shown in 
Table 1. All NSCLC patients were divided into C1 and C2 clusters based on the 26 prognosis-related MMGs (Fig. 1C). Kaplan‒Meier 
survival curves indicated that the patients in C1 might have worse survival than those in the C1 cluster, including overall survival and 
disease-free survival (Fig. 1D–E). Meanwhile, although the statistical P value of progression-free survival was not significant (P =
0.145), a clear distinction can also be observed in the survival curve between C1 and C2 (Fig. 1F). Based on the collected MMGs, the 
enrichment score of mitochondrial metabolism was determined (Fig. 1G). The results indicated that the patients in the C2 cluster had 
higher mitochondrial metabolism activity (Fig. 1H). 

3.2. Clinical differences 

Next, we found that most of the prognosis-related MMGs had a different expression pattern between patients in the C1 and C2 
clusters (Fig. 2A). We next explored the clinical differences in C1 and C2 patients, including sex, age and clinical stage (Fig. 2B–G). The 
results showed that only age differences were observed in C1 and C2 patients, and the C2 cluster had a higher percentage of >65-year- 
old patients (Fig. 2D). Three independent cohorts, GSE30219, GSE37745 and GSE50081, were selected for further analysis, and 
significant batch effects were observed (Fig. 2E). The Sva package was utilized to reduce batch effects and perform data combination 
(Fig. 2F). 

3.3. Immunotherapy evaluation 

Mitochondrial metabolism can affect the status of T lymphocytes, which might have an underlying influence on lung cancer 
immunotherapy. TIDE analysis was utilized to calculate the TIDE score and the status of T lymphocytes in the TCGA and GEO cohorts 
(Fig. 3A–B). In the TCGA cohort, the results showed that the C1 cluster had a higher TIDE score (Fig. 3C). For T lymphocytes, we found 
that the patients in the C1 cluster had higher T-cell exclusion but not T-cell dysfunction (Fig. 3D–E). Additionally, 47.4% of patients in 
the C2 cluster were considered immunotherapy responders, which was significantly 31.5% in the C1 cluster (Fig. 3F). Meanwhile, the 
same trend was observed in the combined GEO cohort (Fig. 3G–J). Furthermore, we evaluated the markers of T lymphocyte failure in 
C1 and C2 patients. The results showed that all these markers were overexpressed in C1 patients, including CTLA4, TIGIT, PDCD1 and 

Table 1 
The prognosis related MMGs.  

ID HR HR.95L HR.95H pvalue 

PFKP 1.21 1.09 1.34 0.00 
ACSL3 1.28 1.10 1.48 0.00 
GAPDH 1.16 1.05 1.29 0.00 
ADH4 1.22 1.07 1.39 0.00 
ADH1C 0.94 0.90 0.98 0.01 
ALDH7A1 1.12 1.03 1.21 0.01 
PGM2 1.14 1.04 1.26 0.01 
AKR1A1 0.76 0.62 0.94 0.01 
GCDH 0.79 0.66 0.95 0.01 
PPARD 1.22 1.04 1.43 0.01 
ACADSB 0.87 0.77 0.98 0.02 
OGDH 1.22 1.02 1.47 0.03 
ACSL4 1.13 1.01 1.26 0.03 
CYP2U1 0.87 0.76 0.99 0.03 
SDHA 1.17 1.00 1.38 0.06 
PPAT 1.13 1.00 1.27 0.06 
IDH3B 1.19 0.99 1.42 0.06 
NDUFS1 1.20 0.99 1.45 0.06 
ACAT2 1.11 0.99 1.23 0.06 
NDUFA8 1.18 0.98 1.41 0.07 
ATP4B 0.85 0.71 1.02 0.08 
PPARG 1.08 0.99 1.17 0.08 
NDUFB1 0.85 0.71 1.02 0.08 
MDH2 1.17 0.98 1.40 0.08 
NDUFA7 0.85 0.70 1.03 0.10 
OXCT2 0.86 0.71 1.04 0.10  
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Fig. 2. Clinical correlation and data combination. Notes: A: The level of prognosis-related MMGs in C1 and C2 patients; B-G: The percentage of 
clinical features in C1 and C2 patients; H: Three independent GEO cohorts were selected; I: Sva package was used for data combination. 
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Fig. 3. Immunotherapy evaluation. Notes: A-B: The calculated TIDE score in TCGA and combined GEO cohort; C-E: The level of TIDE score, T cell 
dysfunction and T cell exclusion in C1 and C2 patients (TCGA cohort); F: The percentage of immunotherapy responders in C1 and C2 patients (TCGA 
cohort); G-I: The level of TIDE score, T cell dysfunction and T cell exclusion in C1 and C2 patients (combined GEO cohort); J: The percentage of 
immunotherapy responders in C1 and C2 patients (combine GEO cohort); K–N: The level of CTLA4, TIGIT, PDCD1 and LAG3 in C1 and C2 patients. 
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LAG3 (Fig. 3K–N). 

3.4. Biological differences between C1 and C2 patients 

Tumor stemness can affect the prognosis performance of cancer patients. Based on a previous study, we extracted the tumor 
stemness index of lung cancer patients in the TCGA database (Fig. 4A). No significant difference was found between C1 and C2 patients 
in mRNAsi score (Fig. 4B). However, we noticed a higher EREG-mRNAsi level in C2 patients (Fig. 4C). For the TMB and MSI levels, the 

Fig. 4. Biological difference. Notes: A: Tumor stemness index of TCGA patients (mRNAsi and EREG-mRNAsi); B-E: The level of mRNAsi, EREG- 
mRNAsi, TMB and MSI in C1 and C2 patients; F: GSEA analysis based on Hallmark gene set. 
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patients in the C1 cluster were higher than the patients in the C2 cluster (Fig. 4D–E). GSEA indicated that the terms allograft rejection, 
G2M checkpoints, TNF-α signaling, mitotic spindle, interferon gamma response, E2F targets, epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), 
MYC targets, inflammatory response and KRAS signaling were significantly enriched in C1 patients (Fig. 4F). 

3.5. Immune microenvironment differences 

The CIBERSORT algorithm was utilized to assess the immune microenvironment in lung cancer tissue (Fig. 5A). The results 

Fig. 5. Immune microenvironment analysis. Notes: A: The CIBERSORT algorithm was utilized to quantify the immune microenvironment of lung 
cancer samples; B: The immune microenvironment difference between C1 and C2 patients (TCGA cohort); C: The immune microenvironment 
difference between C1 and C2 patients (combined GEO cohort). 
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Fig. 6. Hypoxia is associated with a higher percentage of C1 cluster patients. Notes: A: GSVA analysis; B: The activity of hypoxia in C1 and C2 
patients; C: The percentage of C1 and C2 patients in patients with high and low hypoxia activity; D: The prognosis-related MMGs in patients with 
high and low hypoxia. 
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Fig. 7. Further exploration of the prognosis-related MMGs. Notes: A: The HR and P value of the prognosis-related MMGs; B: PPI network; C: Top 
ten important nodes of the PPI network; D: The level of ADH1C, ALDH7A1, GAPDH, NDUFS1 and IDH3B in C1 and C2 patients; E: Correlation of 
ADH1C, ALDH7A1, GAPDH, NDUFS1, IDH3B and mitochondrial metabolism; F: Correlation of ADH1C, ALDH7A1, GAPDH, NDUFS1, IDH3B 
and TIDE. 
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Fig. 8. Role of ADH1C in lung cancer. Notes: A: Pan-cancer analysis of ADH1C; B-G: Clinical correlation of the ADH1C; H: Biological enrichment 
analysis of ADH1C. 
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revealed that naive B cells, plasma cells, CD8+ T cells, activated CD4+ memory T cells, M0 macrophages, activated dendritic cells and 
resting mast cells were upregulated, while monocytes were downregulated in C1 patients in the TCGA cohort (Fig. 5B). In the com-
bined GEO cohort, CD8+ T cells, activated memory CD4+ T cells, follicular helper T cells, monocytes, M0 macrophages, and resting 
mast cells were upregulated in C1 patients (Fig. 5C). 

3.6. Hypoxia is associated with a higher percentage of C1 cluster patients 

Because chronic hypoxia can induce oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction [10], we performed GSVA analysis in patients 
with the C1 and C2 clusters. The results showed that hypoxia activity was abnormally activated in C1 patients (Fig. 6A–B). Meanwhile, 

Fig. 9. ADH1C is upregulated in lung cancer cells and associated with ROS 
Notes: A: qRT-PCR was utilized to detect the mRNA level of ADH1C in different cell lines; B: Western blot was utilized to detect the protein level of 
ADH1C in different cell lines. C: ELISA for HK, PK, LDH and SDH in BEAS-2B and H1299, A549 and H460 cells; D: Detection of ROS in BEAS-2B and 
H1299, A549 and H460 cells; E: Bioluminescence assay for ATP in BEAS-2B and H1299, A549 and H460 cells. F: qRT-PCR was utilized for ADH1C 
silencing via sh-ADH1C in H1299 and A549 cells. G: ELISA for HK, PK, LDH and SDH in H1299 and A549 cells. H: Detection of ROS in H1299 and 
A549 cells. I: TEM detection of mitochondrial diameter in H1299 and H460 cells. J: Mitotracker analysis of ROS levels in H1299 and H460 cells. K: 
TUNEL staining to detect the proportion of apoptotic cells in H1299 and H460 cells. Data are presented as mean plus or minus standard deviation 
using paired t-test as well as one-way anova, ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test to detect significant differences between data, 
**P < 0.01. 
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we found that in the patients with high hypoxia activity, the percentage of C1 patients was higher than that in the patients with low 
hypoxia activity (Fig. 6C, 75.6% vs 68.4%). Furthermore, we detected the expression pattern of prognosis-related MMGs in patients 
with low and high hypoxia activity (Fig. 6D). 

3.7. Further exploration of prognosis-related MMGs 

The HR and P value of prognosis-related MMGs are shown in Fig. 7A. The PPI network is shown in Fig. 7B. The cytoHubba plug-in 
unit of Cytoscape software was used to identify the top ten important nodes (Fig. 7C). Among these, we found that ADH1C, ALDH7A1, 
and NDUFS1 were overexpressed, while GAPDH and IDH3B were downregulated in patients with low hypoxia activity (Fig. 7D). 
Correlation analysis indicated that ADH1C, ALDH7A1 and NDUFS1 were positively correlated with mitochondrial metabolism 
(Fig. 7E); ADH1C was negatively correlated, while GAPDH and IDH3B were positively correlated with the TIDE score (Fig. 7F). We 
further explored the underlying role of ADH1C. Pancancer analysis was performed to illustrate the expression pattern of ADH1C in 
multiple cancers (Fig. 8A). Clinical correlation analysis of ADH1C was then performed. The results indicated that ADH1C was highly 

Fig. 10. Correlation analysis of ADH1C and prognosis and immunotherapy in patients with lung cancer. A: The mRNA level of ADH1C in three 
paired lung cancer and control tissue; B: Immunohistochemical staining was used to detect the staining intensity of ADH1C in cancer tissues and 
adjacent tissues; C–F: The relationship between the expression level of ADH1C mRNA and clinical TNM stage, tumor differentiation, sex and tumor 
size in 63 patients with lung cancer was analyzed; G: The correlation of ADH1C and the prognosis of 60-month survival of patients were analyzed by 
Kaplan-Meier analysis; H: The expression levels of PD-L1 and HHLA 2 in tumor tissues were determined by immunofluorescence and were also 
associated with ADH1C by Spearman correlation analysis. 
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expressed in patients over 65 years old (− ). The enrichment analysis indicated that the fatty acid metabolism, bile acid metabolism, 
xenobiotic metabolism, KRAS signaling, peroxisome, and early estrogen response pathways were significantly enriched in the patients 
with high ADH1C expression (Fig. 8H). 

3.8. ADH1C is upregulated in lung cancer cells and associated with ROS 

According to the results of our previous bioinformatics analysis, there is a significant negative correlation between ADH1C and 
TIDE in lung cancer patients. Moreover, we found that the expression of ADH1C was significantly increased in people over 65 years old. 
ADH1C was significantly related to the activity of fatty acid metabolism, butyric acid metabolism, KRAS signaling and other pathways. 
Therefore, we conducted qRT‒PCR and WB to verify the expression level of ADH1C in BEAS-2B, H1299, A549 and H460 cells. The 
results demonstrated that the expression level of ADH1C in BEAS-2B cells was significantly lower than that in lung cancer cell lines, 
including H1299, A549, and H460 cells (Fig. 9A–B). 

Considering that low hypoxia may cause oxidative stress, leading in turn to mitophagy production, we further measured the ac-
tivities of HK, PK, LDH and SDH, which represent oxidative stress and energy metabolism, in BEAS-2B, H1299, A549 and H460 cells 
using ELISA. We observed that the activities of HK, PK, LDH and SDH were significantly higher in lung cancer cell lines than in BEAS- 
2B cells (Fig. 9C), which indicated that energy metabolism was significantly higher in lung cancer cells. Moreover, we further 
examined the amount of ROS and ATP in the cells, and we observed that the content of ROS in the BEAS-2B cells was significantly 
higher than that in the H1299, A549, and H460 cells (Fig. 9D–E). To further determine the relationship between ADH1C and the 
generation of ROS in lung cancer cells, we knocked down ADH1C in H1299 and H460 cells (Fig. 9F). Subsequently, we detected 
significantly reduced enzymatic activities of HK, PK, LDH, and SDH in H1299 and H460 cells with knockdown of ADH1C (Fig. 9G), 
accompanied by much more ROS production (Fig. 9H). In addition, we used Mitotracker and TEM to detect mitochondrial damage in 
H1299 and H460 cells. We observed a significant increase in mitochondrial damage in cells after knocking down ADH1C (Fig. 9I–J), 
accompanied by an increase in TUNEL-positive cells in the cell population (Fig. 9K). 

3.9. Correlation analysis of ADH1C and prognosis and immunotherapy in patients with lung cancer 

Therefore, to further verify the relationship between ADH1C and the occurrence and development of lung cancer, we detected the 
expression level of ADH1C in 63 pairs of cancerous tissues and adjacent tissues. We found that the expression level and staining in-
tensity of ADH1C in adjacent tissues were significantly lower than those in cancerous tissues (Fig. 10A–B). In previous results, we 
found that the expression level of ADH1C in lung cancer tissues was significantly higher than that in adjacent tissues. To further 
confirm the relationship between ADH1C and the prognosis of lung cancer patients, we further determined the correlation of ADH1C 
and the clinical phenotype of lung cancer patients. According to the analysis, patients with a relatively high expression level of ADH1C 
had a higher clinical TNM stage (Fig. 10C), and the tumor was less differentiated (Fig. 10D) but not related to tumor size or patient sex 
(Fig. 10E–F). Subsequently, we analyzed the survival time of patients based on the follow-up records, and the median expression level 
of ADH1C was used as the cut-off value to divide the patients into ADH1C high and low-expression groups. We observed that patients in 
the ADH1C low-expression group had a longer survival time (Fig. 10G). In addition, we also found that C1 cluster patients had a lower 
proportion of response to immunotherapy, so we further detected the expression levels of PD-L1 and HHLA2 in tumor tissues by qRT‒ 
PCR and analyzed the correlation between their expression levels and ADH1C by Spearman correlation analysis. We found that ADH1C 
was significantly and positively correlated with the expression of PD-L1 and HHLA2 (Fig. 10H). 

4. Discussion 

Lung cancer poses a great threat to humanity as a global disease. For those patients with advanced stages, immunotherapy seems to 
be a promising therapeutic option [19,20]. Despite the encouraging antitumour effects achieved by immune checkpoint inhibitors, 
many cancer patients do not respond or are less sensitive to these drugs, possibly through several mechanisms that inhibit antitumour 
immune effects in the unfavorable tumor microenvironment and metabolic conditions [21]. Metabolic changes in lung cancer can 
affect prognosis and response to treatment. Mitochondria are the energy factories of cells, and abnormalities in mitochondrial energy 
metabolic pathways are closely related to the development of lung cancer [22]. The energy metabolic pathways that tumor cells rely on 
for survival include glycolysis and mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation [23]. Aberrant mitochondria-related pathways and 
metabolic disorders affecting gene expression contribute to cancer development and progression, as well as escape of the immune 
system [24]. Thus, abnormal energy production may be caused by mutations and altered expression of genes associated with the 
mitochondrial energy metabolic pathway (MEMP) [25]. Key genes involved in the mitochondrial energy metabolism system may affect 
the prognosis of lung adenocarcinoma and serve as suitable therapeutic targets [26]. Therefore, it would be more valuable to evaluate 
the role of all mitochondria-related genes in lung cancer prognosis and immunotherapy. 

In this study, we collected 129 MMGs from the MSIGDB project and quantified the activity of mitochondrial metabolism. All NSCLC 
patients were divided into C1 and C2 clusters based on the 26 prognosis-related MMGs. The results indicated that the patients in the C2 
cluster had a higher level of mitochondrial metabolism. Clinical correlation analysis showed that the C2 patients had a higher per-
centage of older patients, indicating different metabolism patterns in patients of different ages. Evidence from the TCGA and combined 
GEO cohorts indicated that patients in the C2 cluster responded better to immunotherapy and had a lower level of T-cell exclusion. 
Moreover, we found that all the markers of T-cell failure were upregulated in the C1 patients. The biological and immune microen-
vironment differences were then investigated between C1 and C2 patients. 
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Hypoxia is a prominent feature of the TME in solid tumors and is thought to be a major factor driving adaptation to host immune 
surveillance evasion [27]. Although the exact mechanism remains unclear, it is believed that hypoxic stress impedes immune cell 
function by inducing the expression and production of immunosuppressive molecules and metabolites in tumor cells [28]. In tumor 
cells, hypoxia triggers angiogenesis, epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) and metabolic reprogramming, as well as immune 
regulation [29–31]. T cell fate is closely linked to metabolic status. Cell activation occurs with the involvement of aerobic glycolysis 
and induces an increase in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) activity [32]. This leads to excessive ROS production, 
resulting in chronic inflammation, which is one of the environmental factors contributing to tumor immunosuppression [33]. Notably, 
we found that hypoxia can lead to a high percentage of C1 patients. Through further exploration of prognosis-related MMGs, we found 
that ADH1C might be involved in mitochondrial metabolism and immunotherapy response, which can be affected by hypoxia, making 
it an underlying biomarker. 

When T cells are continuously stimulated by antigens, such as chronic infection and cancer, the cells cannot effectively develop and 
differentiate, and T cells become exhausted, which is called T-cell failure. In fact, T-cell failure is a key factor responsible for the 
immunosuppression status of the TME, as well as cancer immunotherapy [34]. Due to T-cell failure, many patients receiving 
immunotherapy, such as PD-1 or PD-L1 inhibitors, will not have a lasting antitumour response [35]. Consequently, immunotherapy 
can often be improved by reversing T-cell depletion, which has become a new research focus. Metabolic remodelling is a characteristic 
of exhausted T cells, especially mitochondrial metabolism [36]. In our study, 26 prognosis-related MMGs were identified and used for 
genotyping (C1 and C2 clusters). The patients in the C2 cluster had a higher mitochondrial metabolism level and a better prognosis. In 
lung cancer, Liu et al. demonstrated that S100A4 can enhance the malignant biological behaviors of lung cancer by upregulating the 
mitochondrial complex I protein NDUFS2 and affecting metabolism levels [37]. Xie et al. indicated that brusatol (a bioactive ingre-
dient of traditional Chinese medicine) can affect NSCLC apoptosis by mediating the antioxidant response dependent on mitochondrial 
metabolism [38]. Moreover, we noticed that the C1 patients had a higher level of T-cell exclusion and corresponding markers. These 
results showed that the patients in the C1 and C2 clusters might have different mitochondrial metabolism patterns, which are 
responsible for the underlying biological differences. 

We also noticed a higher genomic instability in C1 patients, such as TMB and MSI levels. Genomic instability is a hallmark of cancer 
[39]. Venkatesan et al. found that APOBEC3 can induce DNA replication stress and chromosomal instability in lung cancer and 
facilitate cancer progression [40]. Zhang et al. indicated that CDK7 can increase DNA replication stress and genomic instability and 
trigger immune response signals in NSCLC [41]. Meanwhile, GSEA indicated that pathways of G2M checkpoints, TNF-α signaling, E2F 
targets, EMT, MYC targets, and inflammatory response were significantly enriched in C1 patients. Hung et al. indicated that in NSCLC, 
bavachinin induces cancer cell G2/M arrest and apoptosis through ATM/ATR signaling [42]. Thompson et al. found that the gene 
signatures associated with EMT can accurately predict lung cancer responses to immune checkpoint blockade [43]. Yang et al. found 
that KRT6A can promote malignant biological behaviors in NSCLC in an EMT-dependent manner [44]. These results indicated that the 
above pathways might be responsible for the poor prognosis of patients in the C1 cluster. 

Finally, we found that ADH1C might be involved in mitochondrial metabolism and the immunotherapy response, which can be 
affected by hypoxia. Offermans et al. indicated that ADH1C might be associated with alcohol intake and the occurrence of colon cancer 
[45]. In lung cancer, Feng et al. found that ADH1C can affect the cell cycle and promote cisplatin resistance [46]. According to our 
results in the preliminary raw letter analysis, ADH1C showed a significant negative correlation with TIDE in lung cancer patients. We 
found that the expression of ADH1C was significantly increased in people older than 65 years old, and ADH1C was significantly 
correlated with the activity of fatty acid metabolism, bile acid metabolism, and KRAS signaling pathways. In addition, ADH1C is 
upregulated in lung cancer cells and associated with ROS. We detected a significant reduction in the enzymatic activities of HK, PK, 
LDH and SDH in H1299 and H460 cells with knockdown of ADH1C, accompanied by more ROS. ADH1C was closely related to the 
prognosis of lung cancer patients, and we observed that patients in the ADH1C low-expression group had a longer survival time. 
Furthermore, we detected the expression levels of PD-L1 and HHLA2 in the tumor tissues and found that ADH1C was significantly and 
positively correlated with the expression of PD-L1 and HHLA2. 

In summary, our study comprehensively explored whether ADH1C might be involved in mitochondrial metabolism and immu-
notherapy response, accompanied by ROS generation, making it an underlying biomarker of lung cancer. 
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